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‘l’he unsolvability of the xvord problem for modular lattices is demonstrated, 
using the known unsolvability of the word problem for semigroups. !\lore 
generally, suppose that A is a nontrivial ring, N is w denumerably infinite set, 
and I’(N) is the lattice of submodules of the left A-module of all functions 
N 4 A. Then a lattice presentation with a finite number of generators and rela- 
tions is constructed that has a recursively unsolvable Tvord problem in any 
quasivariety of modular lattices that contains I’(AN). 
Given a finite commutatire ahelian category diagram with specified exactness 
conditions, it may be that other exactness conditions are implied. For csample, 
consider the five-lemma. It is proved that no algorithm can compute ever> 
exactness implication in every finite commutative diagram with specified exact- 
ncss conditions. ‘l’hc result is obtained essentially by expressing an unsob;ahle 
modular lattice word problem as a family of diagram-chasing problems. 
I. INTROI)UCTION 
There has been considerable study of the word problem for the most 
important lattice varieties (see the krvey article [12]). Word problems 
for modular lattices have proved less tractable than the corresponding 
problems for all lattices or for distributive lattices. From our main result, 
we see that the word problem is unsolvable for the variety of modular lattices 
and for the related variety of Arguesian lattices considered by B. J6nsson [6]. 
The word problem for free modular lattices is still an open problem. 
Since the word problem for semigroups is unsolvable, it is easily seen 
that commutativity relations are not always recursively decidable for a 
finitely presented abelian category diagram. The deeper result is that 
exactness implications are also not computable bv a general method, even 
in finite diagrams that commute evervwherc. 
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I;ollowing the notations of universal algebra [2], we shall be concerned 
with two kinds of algebra. A “groupoid” is an algebra with one binary 
operation x. A “lattice algebra ” is an algebra with two binary operations v 
and A. %‘e shall write groupoid monomials and lattice polynomials as usual, 
with the understanding that the parenthesis-free notation of [2, pp. 116-t 171 
is actually used. 
Let .‘I’ be the variety of semigroups (associative groupoids). A “modular 
lattice quasivariety” .A?’ is the class (or categorv-) of all lattice algebras 
satisfying all the formulas of some set Z, whcrc: 
(I) I<vcry member of z’ is a lattice Horn formula, of form 
(PI cc 8s PiI e,& ..’ & c,, :i (‘,a 2) ., ‘,, 1 (),i , 
for lattice polynomials e, , e, ,..., e,, in some denumerable set of variables. 
(Identities P, ~~ eL: are permitted also.) 
(2) The modular lattice axioms (commutativity, associativity, 
absorption, and modularity laws) are contained in ,’ (or are consequences 
of formulas in F). 
Given a quasivariety Y of either type, let IV be the word algebra of 
monomials (polynomials) on some set of generators S. If Z is a set of relations 
(a subset of II; x IV), then CT r’~‘{zX-, El is the algebra of ‘/ generated b!; 
S subject to the relations E. ‘l’hat is, there is a canonical epimorphism 
[L: II’ --z I. with the universal property that an!- homomorphism 1-3: IV + IT’ 
for 1.’ in Y such that v(.x,) v(N~) for all (xi , x,) E Z can be uniquelv 
factored through p (for a unique fromomorl~hisn~ I**: IV + I-‘, ~‘c have 
I, v~P). Observe that Y. is SP-closed by [2, Theorem 4.3, 13. 235 and 
Theorem 2.8, 1~. 2261, and so is K-closed by [2, Proposition 8.2, p. 1061. 
Therefore, I i .{-X ; 31 always exists in Y” by [2, Theorem 8.2, p. 1521. 
The word problem for Y ‘(X ( 5’1 is recursively unsolvable if there is no 
recursive function that computes the predicate P(T~) p(,Ya) for all (,2’, , .x2) 
in IV ,’ Ii’. 
r~IIEOREM 1. h2f fl bt? a nontrivial ring, lef h’ he a detzumerah~y injinite Sef, 
and let F(fI.\‘) he the lattice of submodules of the left A-module of all functions 
.\- + A. Jf . &’ is a quasivariety of modular lattices containing T(A)‘), then there 
is 0 jiniteb presented lattice .&{IT I Y] e&h a recursively unsolvable zoorrl 
problem. 
Proof. By [3, Theorem 4.6, 1~. 981, there exists a finitely presented 
semigroup S -Y{s, t 1 A) with two generators s and t, having a recursively 
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unsolvable word problem. We are going to construct within a suitable 
finitely presented lattice ~&‘{ I7 YJ a semigroup recursively isomorphic to S. 
This is done by imitating the classical construction of the ring multiplication 
in the coordinate ring of a complemented modular lattice with a homo- 
geneous basis of order four [I 1, Part II, Chap. \‘I]. Alternatively, WC can 
vievv the construction as a lattice representation of a diagram of A-linear 
tratlsformations, using the methods of [5]. The theorem is then proved h! 
contradiction: A solution for the word problem of. J[I- ~ Y] also solves the 
unsolvahlc word problem of -‘!7{.~, t ill. 
Assume the hypotheses. Our first goal is to model S within r(A.“). Let T 
be the monoid obtained by adjoining a unit element to S. 1Iore precisely, T 
7 is a disjoint union S U , 1, ’ I, S is a subsemigroup of 7’, and I r s ~~~ .v * 1 .\: 
for all .I’ t 1’. Since S is finitely generated and has an unsolvable word problem, 
both S and T are denumerably infinite. Let :I/ denote the .!l-module of all 
functions T + A, and let End,,(:U) d enote the semigroup under com- 
position of all A-linear transformations .I1 + Ill. Define H: S - Ikl~,(M) 
1X 
(fZ(x)(m))(a) m(z * .x) (,x E S, m: 7’ - A, z t T). 
That is, M(s) permutes the coordinates of m in :\I, using the (right) action of 
.I’ in 7’. Then H(x * y) ~~ H(x) H(y) for s, y in S, and II is one-to-one 
because A is nontrivial and T has a unit. So, II is a monomorphism of 
semigroups. 
C’omposition in Ikl,(:II) can be represented bv lattice operations in 
Alz 5 III {$ Al. Further analysis shows that associativity results can he 
proved if a fourth cop)- of 111 is available (see [ 1 I, Theorem 6.1, p. 132; 
5, 3.6, p. 1651). So, let ;\I’ denote the A-module M [$ .;\I &:I AZ 13) AZ, and 
let r(A1.r) denote the lattice of submodules of ;1P. Since r(;lZJ) is isomorphic 
to l’(A”), it belongs to .A!. Let ci : A1Z -F il;II” he the ith injection, let 
Al, c,[:ll], and let d, : AI + AZ; he the isomorphism induced bv 
f , , for i ~~ I, 2, 3, 4. Now we can identify ,f in I&d,(M) with 
.f* d,.fd,-I: iIT4 -+ Ml . Let llj f/j~+l cl,-‘: AI, + :\I,, i for ; =- I, 2, 3. 
Sate that (,fg)* for .f, g in End,,(ilZ) equals the composite, 
Then, the above maps are modeled in r(:W*) using negative graphs (see 
[I I, p. 1351 or [5, Section 21). &lore precisely, the negative graph of 
.f* dfd;’ for f in End,(df) is given by 
Ff {cd(m) - cLf(m): m t J1]. 
‘rhis defines a function F: End-,(A() * Z’(.lI’) since ff is a suhmodule of 
JI’. The negative graph of h, di, t d;’ is giv-en 13x- 
f’, ;c,(m) c, l(fn): 117 r .\I; (.i 1, 7, 3) 
Ikfinc a hinarv operation !d on l’(,lf ‘) as follovvs: 
K(B) (I:‘ v I’,) A (.lf:< v “If,), 
qzi”) == (I:” v I’, v I’,) A (211, v JZ,), 
BU r (K(E) v K’(B’)) A (M, v A/,), 
for B, K’ in r(~lJ~). Given f , g in En~l.,(~ll), I<(t’) is the ncgatrvc graph of 
f*h, and K’(Fg) is the negative graph of h,l7,g”, that is 
lpf) ;c:3(77z) c, f(777): 717 c A1f;, 
k-‘(Fg) {c&f/) r,,JJ(m): m t ,\I]. 
So Ff .QFg is the negative graph E’(.f?) of (,fi$)“, and, therefore, F is a groupoid 
homomorphism from I+td~,(M) into I‘(Jf’) under 9. Since 1; is clearI\ 
one-to-one, FH: S + I’(M”) is a monomorphism of groupoids. 
C‘onsider the diagram of Fig. I. Ixt II’, he the free groupoid of monontials 
with generators s and t, and let CX: K’, + ,\’ in I;ig. I he the canonical groupoid 
homomorphism from W, onto S .‘/ (5, t A j. ‘The significant clcments of 
f(M4) for us are M, , AI,, ilJ:, , jl, , P, , P, , I’, , FIIa(s) and FfIJi(t). So, 
we consider the free lattice algebra IF, of lattice polvnomials on the set )- 
of nine generators, 
1’ {ml , 17’2 1% > 7774 , PI , p2 , Px , a1 , 4. 
Let [: W2 b 1’(:114) in Fig. 1 he the unique homomorphism of lattice algebras 
such that [(mj) :~ 31i for i 5 4, 4( p,) P, for ,j :Z 3, ((0,) FHct(s) 
and c(a,) ==: FHol(t). Now make TI X . into a groupoid tender the operation w 
formally similar to Q. That is, for e, e’ in Lutz 
k’(e’) ~ ((e’ v p,) v p,) A (m4 v ml), 
e w e’ (k(e) v k’(e’)) A (9~7~ v m,). 
Clearl!-, f is a groupoid homomorphism of WA under w into r(dd”) under Q. 
Let p: Ii- - + 11, in Fig. 1 be the groupoid homomorphism from ~(Tl’i , *) 
into (If,‘, CC)) such that p(s) :-= rzi and p(t) ~~ a, . Since FHoc(s) cYP;o(S)> 
F&(t) (p(t), and W’t is the free groupoid with generators s and t, WC have 
FlCln =- tp, as groupoid homomorphisms. 
\Ve arc now prepared to define the finitely presented lattice L p= ..H( I- u/j 
having a rccursivel\- unsolvable word problem. The set Z- was given above. 
I,ct 0 denote w/i A my A VZ:~ A m, in Wz , and let Y’,, be the set containing the 
followin,n thirteen relations in Wz ‘<’ W, 
( 171’ A 11?? ) O), ((nz, v 772,) A 111:’ ( O), ((q v in, v f7Z3) A ml ) 0); 
( P! v 111, 1 > 7?Zj V mj.1) an d (PJ A In,,, to) for j 1,2,3; 
((I, v ml ) 7nq v m,) and ( u, A 1721 ) 0) for i I, 2. 
IA Y IS’,, u p(d), where d is the set of relations of S, and 
p(d) =- {(p(x’), p(x,)): (,x1 ) x2) E A) c rr:, \I’ wz. 
Since d is finite, so is Y. Let p: Ifi, -+ L in Fig. I be the canonical homo- 
morphism of lattice algebras from Wz onto the finitely presented lattice 
I, /7( 1. Y 1. Sow E(q) 1: ((e2) for (e r , e.,) in Y,, bv direct examination. 
Also, for (e, , e,) in p(d), there exists (pi , s.J in d such that (e, , ee) 
(p(s,), p(x.,)). and so [(e,) = [,o(,x,) == FfI~l(x,) FFZCY(X,) =: [p(xJ ~ Qe,) 
because CY(.V,) ~~= a(,~). Then bv the universal property of &‘{ 1’ Y], there 
exists a homomorphism [*: 1, --f r(:lL”) as in Fig. I, satisfying E”/3 =- [. 
Given yt , ~9~ in I,, choose er , e2 in Ll~7~ such that yi ~~ P(e,) and yy :p P(e,), 
and let y*i w^-\‘~ =-= /?(e, w e.,). Then OJ~ is a well-defined binary operation on L 
(independent of the choices of e, and Pi), and /3 and [” are groupoid homo- 
morphisms, 
(II:, ) OJ) --f (L, w’.) -+ (zy!lZ’), Q). 
Sow /3p[ll;] is a subgroupoid of I, under w*, and MY shall verify- that it is 
3 semigroup. The argument is essentially the same as that used ‘b!- von 
Neumann to prove the closure and associativitv of the coordinate ring. 
However, NY will use [5] for convenience. The notations 2, T, .~:‘y!,.f ,
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S(A, I?) and g pf arc taken from [5, pp. 159~-1651. Let .-I, : 2 -+ L hc given 
h\- --I, p(~~):p(O) for i I, 2, 3, 4. Csing the 13 relations of Y,, and the 
hypothesis that I, is a modular lattice, \IC have: 
(I) A, , .4? , .4:$ , -4, is a mixed seqiwncc. 
(2) There exist maps 11, : T + I, such that h, /d( p,) and h, is in 
S(A) . :-I j ,) for j mm I 1 2, 3. 
(3) There csist maps /I, : T + I, in S(.4, , i-lI) such that 6; B(‘i) 
for i I, 2. 
ForJ; ,,f? in JS(z-l, , .4,), let,f, tfL denote (.fl ‘1~~) L (II:! ’ h, -,fJ in S(.4, , I,). 
From the abovc and [5, 3.5, 3.6, pp. 164-1651, we have .fi u”,f, 
(.fi t.[?)~ in L. By (3) and the formula for .f, w*fi , an induction on 
monomial length shows that for every x in LI;, , there exists a uniqw map in 
S(r3, , ,-I,), denoted .f,, , such that f,, Pp(s). For .fl ,J2 ,.f:$ in S(,4, . -I,), 
1’1 t (.fz t.M (.f, - 4) : (~~2 11, [(h h) ” (k! 17, .m 
(fi L, h:; _ h,) 1’ (/I] f, l7:J (h2 /I, ,‘,i,) 
WI " 4,) ( VI,! ( /I, cfdl s I7:O (h, I/, .fJ =~ (f, t.i? t.r;, I 
by several applications of [5, 3.61. Hut then for .x1 , .x1! , .x1 in 11; 
This proves that /Ip[lV,] is associativ-e under OJ ‘. 
Sow p(A) C Y, so &(x1) :- pp(xJ for (s, , x2) E A. Then, by the detining 
universal property of Y{.V, t 01, there exists a homomorphism pA : S --) 
/3p[lVJ such that the following diagram commutes. 
BP ar\ 
S 
P+ 
Pp CWJ c L 
\Ve can regard p:< as a groupoid homomorphism S m-p I,, and ohtain pp pSy, 
as in Fig. I. 
\Ve can no\v chase the diagram of Fig. I, as follows: 
FHa ~~ &, em: c*/$, [Ap*,x 
Since n is onto, FH [*p*. Since FH is one-to-one, so is p*. Since pc is 
one-to-one and p*a : pp, the predicates oi(x,) _~ N(XJ and /3p(x,) flp(x,) 
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are equivalent for all (x1 , x2) in II’, \Y ?r; To see that p is recursive, nmote that 
x1 and ,x2 can be computed from .x, x .x2 by [2,111.2.3, p. I IS], and then we can 
recursively substitute into the formula for w. This is quite easy in list- 
processing languages; the author has constructed and verified an algorithm 
computing p in LISP [S, 91. To construct a Turing machine to compute p is 
then a lengthy but straightforward task. If X(e, , E.,) IS a rccursire fimction 
computing the predicate p(pl) P(e,) for all (eI , P?) in If, l&‘? , then 
X(,(x,), pjs,)) is a recursive function computing the pretlicatc Lo = ‘x(.Q 
for all (x1 , Y?) in IIT1 *: IV, . Rut this would contradict the choice of ,Y’{.s, t ~ Al, 
and, therefore, A!‘{) ~ Y’i has a rccursivcly unsolvable word problem. This 
proves Theorem I 
A%s already noted, Theorem I shows that the varieties of modular lattices 
and of Arguesian lattices have unsolvable word problems. H. J6nsson gave 
a quasivariety characterization of all lattices representable b!; commuting 
equivalence relations [7, Theorem 2, p. 4571; this quasivariety also has an 
unsolvable word problem. It is also possible to construct lattice Horn 
formulas that are satisfied in I’(A,‘) for some but not every ring A. For 
esamplc, the projective geometry addition formulas [I 1, pp. 148-l SO] can be 
used to construct a IHorn formula that is satisfied in r(A.“) iff .,I has ~charac- 
tcristic two. 
A lattice L is “representable b!, il-m(JdUkS” if it can be embedded in the 
lattice of submodules of some A-module. The class Y(A) of all lattices 
representable by A-mod&s is clearly SP-closed. If Y(A) is a quasivariety, 
then it has an unsolvable word problem. 
3. ‘I’HE ~KSOLVARILITY OF THE I;AiUILY OF ~OJIRIVTATIVE 
&4CTNI:SS PROBLEICS 
In the naive view, an abelian category diagram is a pictorial representation 
that certain variables represent objects and morphisms in some fixed abelian 
categor);. The conventional use of arrows specifies the domain and range of 
each morphism variable, and special notations or descriptive phrases map 
indicate other relationships (zero objects, commutativitx, exactness, direct 
sums, additivity relations, etc.). 
Precise definitions of diagram-scheme and diagram were offered bq 
Grothcndieck (see [IO, p. 421) and Freyd [4, pp. 95-961. In Crothendieck’s 
formulation, the diagram-scheme may be regarded as a set of points and 
arrows generating a category subject to given commutativit\’ relations. A 
diagram is then a suitable function from the points and arrows into some 
abelian category, determining a functor from the category generated by the 
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diagram scheme into the given abelian category. \Vithout going into detail, 
we remark that the csistence of the semigroup monomorphism II: S r 
End ,(.I/) eliminates the possibilit>- that a general method for computing 
commutativity relations in an Abelian category diagram can be found. 
That is, there is an Abelian category diagram-scheme with one point and 
tmo endomorphic arrows subject to :I finite number of commutativiti 
relations such that the associated decision prohlcm for commutativit\. 
relations is rccursivcly undecidable. 
To consider commutative exactness pi-oblcms like the five-lemma, a 
modification of Freyd’s definition is used. A “finite commutative diagram 
scheme” is a finite category D with at most one map .-I F H for any objects 
.-I and B of D. Finite commutative diagram schemes correspond to Ireflexive 
and transitive relations on finite sets. The unique map <-I + .4 is the identity, 
for each object .-I. If Z,, is a finite set and PC Z,, 3 Z,, , then the finite 
commutative diagram scheme “generated” by P corresponds to the smallest 
reflexive and transitive relation on Z,,, that contains P. A “composing pair” 
of D is an ordered pair (!Y~ , zz) of maps of D such that CY.~+ is defined 
(&?(a,) U(+)). A set E of “exactness conditions” on D is an arbitrary set 
of composing pairs of D. A functor G: D l C, C a small hbelian category, 
“satisfies” k’ if (G/3, , GfiL) ‘: :i t 15 ex~c in C for every (PI , fl?) in B. If D is a 
finite commutative diagram scheme, I< is a set of exactness conditions 011 D, 
and (‘I, , By) is a composing pair of D, then Q(D, E, (,11 , 0~~)) is the predicate: 
For every small Abelian category C and functor G: D -+ C satisfying I:‘, 
(Gn, , G,I?) is exact in C. In the naive sense, (i(D, k:‘, (01~ , Q)) is the assertion 
that the exactness of ((1, , ,Q) is a consequence of the exactness conditions I:’ 
on D. The family of commutative exactness problems is represented h!. the 
predicate 0. 
SOW 0 is certainly not a recursive predicate, since its domain is a proper 
class. To repair this defect, we introduce a code by which each argument 
triple (D, I!‘, (01~ , xJ) of (, can he represented (up to isomorphism) 1,). ;I 
\vord in an appropriate denumerablc alphabet. A word predicate Q * cor- 
responding to (,, can then be constructed, and the recursiveness or non- 
recursiveness of Q* is then a well posed problem. 
Let % i .- ’ (aI , z;:! ) 9:s )...I be a denumerahle set of variables. A delimiting 
symbol “ ” is also needed. The variables represent objects of D, a juxta- 
position z,z, represents a morphism 2, + z! of D, and a juxtaposition zizjz,, 
represents a composing pair z, --f z, 4 z,, of D. As an example, consider 
the diagram: 
XlODLJI.AR L~TTI(‘1:S AKIl I)I.~(;RARI-(‘IIA~IS(: 393 
Suppose that the exactness of o, -or zz + zR is specified, and we ask whether 
the exactness of x1 -- l 2% f zi follows. One word on % U [‘i reprewnting 
this commutative e\;actness problem is: 
In general, a succession of two variable juxtapositions specifying a finite 
commutative diagram scheme is given, followed by a succession of one or 
more three variable justapositions representing composing pairs of the 
gi\-en diagram scheme. ‘I’he tn.0 variable juxtapositions must determine 
a reflexive and transitive relation on some finite set of the variables. The 
final three variable jurtaposition corresponds to (N, , a?); the others form 
the set of specified exactness conditions B. 
I,et %” denote the set of words on % u {,); that is, the finite strings of 
variable symbols and delimiting symbols. Clearly, we can recursively decide 
whether u in Z* represents an argument (D, E, (a, , a?)) for 0, and can 
compute the argument triple from N. Also, given (D, I<, (11 , x,)), 1.v~’ can 
label the objects of D with distinct symbols z1 , 3, ,..., z,, and then construct 
a lord u of %* representing (D, I!, (‘x1 , IYJ) up to isomorphism. For ~11 II in 
%‘, let Q”(U) denote the follo\ving predicate: The word II represents an 
argument triple (D, I?, (z, , Y,)) for (1, and (i>(D, R, (‘Y, , az)) is true. 1L-c can 
now state: 
rr~~O~~~~ 2. The ,family of commutatiz~e .yactness problems is recwske~~ 
rursokable. That is, the p&rate Q*(u) f OY u in %* is not recuvsive& computable. 
I’ro?f: Let C be a small abelian category. The subobjects of an object .A of 
C form a modular lattice (see [4, Example -4, p. 1031 or [5, Theorcm 4.3, 
p. 182]), denoted r(,3; C) here. R wall that Wz is the free lattice algebra of 
lattice polynomials on the set J’ of nine generators, and Y is a certain tinite 
subset of IV2 x Il!7z . If m: lZ, --f r(zd; C) is a lattice algebra homo- 
morphism for some -4, such that m((i,) == m($) for all (n, , d,) in some 
su b set E of IP, ;< Pi, , then m is called a “C-model of (1, Z).” 1Vc intend to 
construct a recursive function T: M’, %’ n-Z - Z* such that QX(~(~~, , e,)) 
for c, , P? in IIT2 is equivalent to the predicate Q,,(e, , ez) next: If C is a small 
Abelian categor!- and m is a C-model of (1: ‘v), then wz(el) -~ I. 
Let us first show that the existence of 7 proves Theorem 2, by proving 
that Y(w,) -~ a(~?) and Q”(+(w,), p(w?))) arc equivalent predicates on 
rr; I.’ it Here, 0: and p are defined as in Fig. I. Let w1 , w., be in fV1 . 
Also, Irt’.l’/ be the variety of rnodular lattices, and let /3: Wz + L for 
I, .//{I- !P: as in Fig. I. Supposing that m: IV2 + r(,4; C) is a C-model 
of (I‘, y/), we see that m nz*/3 for a unique lattice homomorphism m*: I, --)- 
r(L4; C) by the universal propertv of .,&{I’ i ‘PI. But OL(W,) =m~ ~~(zJA) implies 
,Bp(zcl) /3p(z~~) as in the proof of Theorem I, and /3p(zct) /3p(z+) implies 
?q(wl) =~ mp(w,) because m - m’fi. ‘I’herefore, ~(zfi,) 47~~) implies 
O,,(P(Z~,)> f(4). 
Sow suppose that o((zLj) -’ N(W”). I\: c’ must construct a C-model tw of 
(I-, Y) such that IVY z’ mp(74. C’onsidcr l’(A,V; A-Mod), where A-Mod 
is the category of all left A-modules. ‘I’hat lattice is isomorphic to r(:1P) in 
Fig. 1. Kow A-Mod is not small, hut this defect is easily remedied. Let ;I 
be the field of ration&, for euamplc, and let C,, he the category of all vector 
subspaces of A,\‘. Then C,, is equivalent to the categor\- of all rational \-ectol 
spaces of dimension no greater than the dimension of LllV. So, C,, is a small 
Abelian category which ii an exact full subcatcgor!- of A-Mod, and r(A “; C,,) 
is also isomorphic to I’(Alla). Identifying these isomorphic lattices, \ve see 
that 4 in Fig. 1 is a C,,-model of (1’; Y’). Rut PfZol(zc,) A Ff/a(zt,) because 
FII is one-to-one, and so [p(w,) i [p(w) because Fli,r tp. Therefore, 
not-(ol(zc,) E(w~)) implies not-Q,,(p(zcl), ,l(z+)). 
\\‘c have proved that the euistencc of a recursive T as described abo\re 
implies the equivalence of the prcdicatcs ,Y(zc~) a(wJ andQ*(r(p(zq), p(wJ)) 
on TI, II-, If IZ is a recursive fklnction on Z* computing Q”, then 
R(7(p(wl), p(zc,))) for w1 , zcL’:! in lf; is a recursive function solving the 
unsolvahlc word problem of .‘Yjs, t 1 A I Given T, this contradiction proves 
Theorem 2. 
To construct 7, we use the kernel-cokcrnel isomorphism between the 
subobject lattice f (.-J ; C) and the lattice. of quotient objccta of :J in C 
[4, Theorem 2. I I, p. 361. That is, words of IV, will correspond to short 
exact sequences, 
Here =I corresponds to an arbitrary object --f of C, and + and z:+ will be wro 
objects. Then exactness of the sequence implies that the monomorphism 
XII -+ 2, represents a subobject of .-1 and the cpimorphism =I --f z,, , 
represents the corresponding quotient object. 
Let D,, and I?,, be a finite commutative diagram scheme with exactness 
conditions generated by nine short exact sequences, 
More precisely, D,, is the finite commutative diagram scheme corresponding 
to the reflexive and transitive relation on {z, , Z~ ,..., ~~~1 generated by the 
36 pairs in those nine sequences. In all, D, has I59 morphisms. Let A’,,, he the 
set of pairs ,z? + zi - 2% and ztl -+ Z( + Z~ plus the 27 composing pairs 
specifying the exactness of the given nine sequences. By [4, p. 961, the first 
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two exactness conditions given for I$, are equivalent to requiring thal. n, and 
x3 be zero objects. 
Functors G: D,, ---f C satisfying EC, correspond to arbitrary- choices of nine 
not necessarily distinct subobjects of Gz, and, hence, induce C-models of 
(I-, j ) if each element of I7 is identified with a subobject. To make this 
concept precise, some definitions arc given. An ordered sextuple 
r (D, B, .E’, S, a, b) is called a “scheme” if D is a finite commutative 
diagram scheme with objects in %, /:’ is a set of exactness conditions on D, 3 
is a subset of I;r;, Y LlT2 , zY satisfies 1’ C SC IT2 , and a and /I are functions 
from .I- into the set of morphisms of D such that for every e L .I- there exists 
an e\en integer p, p . . 4, with 
a sequence of morphisms of D specified to be a short exact sequence by E. 
Given a functor G: D -+ C satisfying E, say that a and G “induce” the 
C-model VI: W2 -+ T(G,-, ; C) of (E;, &) if nl(e) == [Ga(e)] for every (5 in 2\-. 
Here, the subobject [f] of =1 corresponds to the monomorphismf: I! + &4. 
lVotc that u and G can induce at most one C-model of (I, 3) since I7 C S 
and J’generates TV2 . A scheme (D, E, E, -‘II, a, 6) is called a “lattice scheme” 
if for every small Abelian category C, a and an!; functor D + C satisfying 
R induce a C-model of (I-, E), and ever!; C-model of (I’. 3) is induced b! 
u and some functor D + C satisfying E. 
Number I- arbitrarily, sag- 1’ = [x1 , yr ,...,~f~,j, and let n,, and II,, be 
filnctions on I’ such that LZ,~( y,) is the morphism * A’?, r? + z1 of D,, and /I,,( F,) 
is the morphism z1 + z2, ~:3 of D,, , for i I, 2 ,..., 9. Il:e will show that 
P,, > I:‘,, r , J-, a,, , 6,,) is a lattice scheme. 
3Ieets and joins in r(--I; C) can be represented by exactness conditions on 
a commutative diagram. Suppose D and E specify three short exact sequences 
interconnected as follows: 
Given G: D + C satisfying E, 
is cquivalcnt to the exactness of (G(z,, ~z z,!), G(z,, l z,,, ,)) b! [4, Theorem 
2.13, pp. 37 38 and Proposition 2.22, p. 451. I>ually, suppox D and E 
specify the following: 
‘h31 [G(z,, + zl)] [G(z,, -f x1)] v [G(z,,, f z,)] is equivalent tcl the 
exactness of (C(z,, -Z o”,,, I), (;(a,<# i 1 -+ z,,, ,)). 
13~ the above considerations. we arc motivated to define t\bo standard 
methods of enlarging a scheme. T,ct T (D, I:‘, 3, .Y, (1, 6) he a scheme, and 
suppose that r/, and n, arc in A\- but tl, A d, is not in -1.. .ksutne that 
u(ff*): Z,( f z1 and a(d,): 2,,, t z, in D. I,ct Q(D) C % be the set of objects 
of D, and suppose that p is an even integer, p 4, such that z,, and z,, , arc 
not in P(D). Then r’ (D’, E’, Z, -I-‘, n’, h’) is a “meet augmentation” of r 
with respect to (1, A d, if D’ is the finite commutative diagram scheme on 
C(D) u {z,, , z,,. 1) generated by the morphisms of D plus the following eight 
morphisms: 
I:” equals f< with four additional exactness conditions: three pairs Spccif! ing 
that (Al) is an exact sequence plus z,, F I=‘,, + z,,, , 
.Y’ equals s u (d, A n,;. 
For all L’ in S, u’(e) f7(~) and b’(r) h(P). 
In D’, “‘(4 A d,): zli P z1 and b’(tf, A d,): I, ~+ z,,,, 
l’o define a “join augmentation” T’ of r, make the following changes in the 
ahove definition: replace rf, A d, by rl, v tf, throughout, replace the exactness 
condition z,, ~+ z,, f z,,, i1 1)~ x,, + z,,, , -+ z,,+, , and replace (-12) I>! 
.% -’ !C h.,,, z,,, t z,, ) I,, , f 3 ,, , ( z,,, , + I,, 1 (.12q 
Supposc r,, , r, , rl ,,.., r,, is a sequence such that 
rll (D,, , 4, , , l-, a,, , 4,). and ri (D, , I:‘, , , .1-, , (I, , h,) 
is a meet or join augmentation of ri I for i I, 2 ,..., k. It is easil!- \wified 
that ri is a scheme for i 0, I ,..., k, since r,) is a scheme and a meet or join 
augmentation of a scheme is also a scheme. It can also be seen that <I, and any 
functor D, f C satisfying B, induce a C-model of (I-, 1~). I,ct U/ hc any 
C-model of (I, ~1). To prove that r,; is a lattice scheme, we must construct 
functors G, : D, ---+ C satisfying I;:; such that a, and G, induce ~12, for 
i 0. I , . k. 
Let z,:,, be a finite subset of % containing z1 , and say that a binarv relation 
I’ on 27,) is “special” if whenever p is even, q is odd and _n,, z,? are in X,, , 
then (: rtl,lt,on,,i 2: 7” (q , 4 are in P but (zq , zl,) is not in P. (;iven a special 
‘< , r ,(, , a “partial functor” g from P to C is a function from I’ to 
the set of morphisms of C such that: 
(PI;]) I-or some function g’: z,, + I’(C), g(z,, , z,,): g’(z,)) - g’(z,,) in 
C for each (z,, , z,?) c: P. 
(PF?) For any even p such that 2,) E &, , g(z,, , x1) is a monomorphism. 
(PF3) For any odd p such that zl, E k?,, , g(q , x,)) is an epimorphism. 
(I’F4) If (z,, , z,~) E P, then g(zo , zr)g(zfl , so) =~ g(x,, , zr) if p and (I 
are even, g(c,, , z4)g(zl , 2,) :m~ g(z, , z,J if p and q are odd, and g(z,, , z,,) 
‘& 7 z,,)~(z,, , q) if p is even and q is odd. 
(Gil-cn a functor G: D --, C, the “morphism function” k of G is gliven I>!- 
h(Z ,, , z,,) G(zli + zU) for every pair (z,, , zo) such that z,, + J,, is in D. 
14-e have the following: 
L13\rnI;l. Jf P is a special relafion on Z,, , g is a partial,funcfor from P to 
C, alrd D is the jnite commutati~~e diagram scheme generafed 11y P, then there 
e&s a ,fmrtor G: D --F C such that G(z,, + z,) -= g(z,, , zn) ,for all 
6,) 1 z,,) E P. The morphism .function ?f G is also a partial ,functor d@ed on a 
special srlatiorr on Z,, 
That is;, a partial functor can he estendcd to a functor. Observe that 
the refe\;i\-c and transitive relation generated by a special relation is also 
special. So, \ve can define G equal to ,g’ on the objects and let G(a,, + z,,) 
he given hv: 
tlie unique morphism satisfying ,p(zII , z,) G(z,, Pi ,zy) ,g(: ,, ) z,) fOl 
p and (Z even, 
the unique morphism satisfy-ing G(z,, - z,,),g(zr , z,,) =- g(zr , z,,) for 
p and y odd. and 
C;(z ,, -> z,,) == g(zl , zo) g(z, , z,) for p even and (I odd. 
(There are no morphisms z,, -+ 2, of D with p odd and y even.) By applying 
the definition of partial functor and the monomorphism and epimorphism 
properties, we can show that G is a functor. Also, G extends g, and the 
morphism function of G is a partial functor. 
11-e can now construct the functors G,, , G, ,..., G,,. bv induction. I,et 
I’,, be the binal-!- relation on (zl , zz ,..., zz,] containing the 36 pairs cor- 
rcspunding to the nine short exact sequences of D,, , plus the three pairs 
(z2 , z,), (z, , zI) and (z, , zi). C’learl!-, I’,, is special and generates D,, By 
choosing a short exact sequence for each subohject vz( y,), i 9, WY can 
define a partial functor ,r,, on I’,, such that w( x1) [ ,q,,(z2i., , z,)] for i 9. 
Ry the lemma, ,yo can be estended to a functor G,, : D,, t C. Ucarly G,, 
satisfies L:,, , and a,, and G,, induce IW. ‘I’hc morphism function of C,, is a 
partial functor defined on a special relation on (‘(D,,). 
Assume the induction h\-pothesis, th;lt a functor G, : D, ti C satisfving 
E, c&s such that cl; and G, induct VT, and that the morphism function of 
G, is a partial functor defined on a special relation on C(D,). I:or the first 
case, suppose that r, 1 is a meet augmentation of r, 11~ tl, A d? . T,ct I-‘, 1 
denote the binary relation on F(D,) u /z,, , z,, ,) cc~ksponding to the 
morphisms of D, plus the tight morphisms of (Al) and (A2). ‘I’hcn I’, , is 
special and generates D, r, \Ve can define a partial functor ,y, , from P, ~, 
to C b! setting g, ,\f) G,(f) fol- morphisms f of D, ~ and choosing a 
short exact sequence such that vz(d, A c/~) [,gi l(.u,, ~mr z,)] for the eight 
morphisms of (A I) and (A2). BY the lemma, ,q, 1 can bc cstendcd to a functor 
G, , : D, , * C. .Qyain we can show that G, , satisfies I:‘, .~, and 0, , and 
G‘, 1 induct nl. Also, the morphism function of G, I is a partial functor 
defined on a special relation on C(D, ,). A . \imilat- method is used when 
r,~. , is 3 join augmentation of r, This completes the induction. prcjving 
that r,> is a lattice scheme. 
Hereafter, let fI and ep he fixed elements of II’, Let (D,: , E,, ._ .I-,, , m,, h,,) 
bc a lattice scheme such that -\,, contains q and oil and also d, and o’, whenever 
((1, , (I,) t Y. Since Y is finite and ever! lattice polynomial has finite length, 
this lattice scheme can hc obtained I>! a finite numlw of meet and join 
augmentations of (D,, , I!‘,, \-, a,, , h,,). 
(Given a lattice scheme (D, R, &, .V, N, h) and r, . cz L- .Y, WC ha\c t\vtr 
short vaact sequences: 
for any G: D + C satisfying I:‘. But [Ga(c,)] :- [Ga(c,)] in f‘(L-l; C) if? 
(Ga(c,), Gh(c,)) is exact in C [4, pp. 42-441. If m is the C-model induced by 
a and G, then TIZ(C~) =~- vz(cJ iff (Ga(c,), Gb(c,)) is exact. So, (D,; , E,, 1 , Y, 
-y, 9 a,;, bk) is a lattice scheme if 
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Finally, let ~(e, , z e ) be a word of Z* corresponding to 
a proper argument triple for Q. By the definition of lattice scheme :and the 
equivalence between exactness conditions and lattice polynomial equalities, 
w-e can verify that the predicate Q,,(r, , t e ) previously given is equivalent 
to Q”(T(~~ , e2)) on lV2 ‘,: IV? 
Wc will omit further details needed to give a precise definition of T as a 
recursive function EC1 X IV2 -+ Z*. The author has constructed and 
verified an algorithm computing 7, arain using LISP [S, 91. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2. 
The author would like to thank the referee for suggestions significantly improving 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
Note ndded i/z proof: Since submission of this paper, :L theorem similar to our 
‘Theorem 1 has been independently obtained by L. I,ipshitz (personal communication). 
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